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Chapter 1

6VEliVIEW

The MatieliatCcs Achievement fest Project (MATP). was set up
by the I.earning Assessment Breach of the Ministry of ltdapation
to develop-testing materials'td absist t.eachers throughouL ,thi
province in' the task of vhluating students' performauce in
mathematics. The two sajor objectives of the. project ware to/
construct "banks" of test iteas referenced to the curriculum
guide for satheaatits (1978 edition) in Orades 3, 7, andAJ, and
to use these ifems to construct tests which could be used either
as achievement measuris or as diagnostic tests.

.

Pot the classroom teacher,' the task of valustimg stadents4,
performamce in mathematics if a demanding one. If a test is to
be' used in -this process, a serious effort must be,;Atade to
control for the influence of factors such as the_ level of
difficulty, reliability, and'content validity of the items, the
length of the test, and, the adeguacy of "coverage" of the

, content.. Unless factors such as these 'are controlled, the
results obtained may be isisleading or meaningless.

In constructing the &ATP tests, a serious attempt was sade
to take into account the isfluence of factors such as those just
mentioneds Moreover, the: tests were designed'_with ssveral,
attributes which' should enhante their dsefulness to teachers.

I. LAI_LIdiu_m_guLiEglIvAlg241 Each item:developEd for
the NAT Project is linked to ab objective, from the curric4lum

% guide for a particular grade. Vith the exception of a small
nuaber of those objectives which do sot ilend theaselvas
paper-and-pencil testing, ell Objectives 'in, the guile are.
included.

sf

2. 111.2.1,22.11.11.21fiLlAngh Each item accepted for
inclusion 'in an item bank went through several.stages of review

stud.° s i

by of mathematics, and pilot testing on at least 300
selected at random from across the province. An item

which failed tdr meet stringfnt psychometric standards (See
Chapter 3 for details.) was rejected. This seams that the items
have content validity and that they meet accepted test
development standirds.

0 . ,

3. 1106-Itti.4.1114.111.11/.411AU2ALASIiilig.Magiiis
Virtually all the Atoms included ia the'itis _lank are of the
multipVi-choiCe type,: and the distractor0, sere developed
primarily to reflect freqUently-occurring error's, raerever
appropriate. Moreover, *since the items are linked to spEcific
curricular objectives, a student's level of mastery of a:b such
objective may be- validly assessed. This Dana that) talaókers mill
have access to the kind of information. they seed plan

"remedial programs when required.
I.
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4. Ihs.nal_ilsii_L2L_a_ainta_ual
OMB 119111. All the items for a given gra wer calibrsted on

common measureaent scale so that item results may .be
meaningfully compared with4 each other even if the resaits are
obtained from different samples.--rhe' use ,of this calioration
procedure, which is, based on the masch-model (see Chapter 3),
will provide two important'benefits to Iseri,'

. a. Tests may be constructed to provide the most a=zurate
information at any ability level desired by the user..
Thus, uilike standardkzed tests which' are constructed to
be most suitable for the "'averages' student, tests
constructed from the item bank may be designed to-be aost

. aPOropriate for a ,particelar student ability leval. For
jexample, as different test forma becOme available in the
future, a teacher tould administer one test form to low
ability\students, a second form to better students, land
yet still be able to make direct comparisons 3f their
relative performances.

Results obtained from different testsay be caspared
since all items have been calibrated on It'commoin scale.,.
This means, for example, that diffrent test forms say be
used as' pre- and post-test measures aod that valid
estimates of students' galas in achievementmay be made. 1

This v6hld be true even if the two test forms had no items
in common.; Moreover, use of the Rasch model will enable
valid comparisons to be 'tittle of different groups of,
students who take different tests.

To summarize, th)e NAT Project was intended to provide
teachers of mathematics with test items 'and tests,that are
psychometritally sound, that are referenced to ,the curriculum,
guide, and that can be used with co'nfideece. Initially, eleven
;trul_TIAII were developed, and their construction, use, and,
application are'the subject of this manual.

Va.

r-

VitAlat_itrip4.11,11S2aSeet-
4

At each level, the'mathematkcs curriculua Way be dxvided
intcl a nuaber of major topic areas. The 1978,editibn of the
curriculum guide lists nine such topic areas or smuld for
mathematics Grades 1 to 12: Sets and Sat 3perations, mumoar and
Number Operations, Geometry, Measurement, Problem Soiving,
Graphs and ?unctions, Applications of Mathematics, Logical
Thinking, Andlrobability and Statistics. At any particular

certaim strands are sphasimed while others are given
little or mo emphasis. For the Grade 7 leve4 for emaaga, the
'curricilum guide lists sit strands aad for Grade 10, three.

tor the, purposes of the RAT Project, the strands ware re-
defined (See Chapter.2 fOT details.), their number reduced, and
aluost all of the- objectiyes .listorAn the'curriculua guide ,

assigned-1LO NATP Strands. Those few objectives whic* were.

*
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excluded were judged to be untestable. .FOr example, a ziraile 7'
Objective which was excluded states that, lithe student .ia able
to distinguish between the concepts of number and numeral.* It
eas felt that such an obj we mould be extremely difficait to'
test in the cqpitext of a paper-aird-pencil test.

01°At the Grade 3 14:41 here wie three NATP strands: Sets and
Numbers, Operations wit'h Whole Nuebers, and Geometry and
Measurement. For Grade 7 there are five NATP Strands: Sets, and.
Numbers, Operations on Shole Nuaberso Operations on Rational
lumbers,. Ge'ometry and Neasuresent, and Applications. At Grade 10'
there are three: Algebra, Geometry, and Consualt Nathematics.

A forty-itet test was constructed for each stran.i. All
items included on these tests are pf the multiple-cfioice variety
with four response choices, each of 'which if a possible answer
to the exercise. There are no responses stich as 'II don't knotO
of etione of these.m I breakdown of each Strand test by objbctive
is contained in Appendix A.,

Each Strand Test may be used at either of two levels and,
for that .reason, each is identified with "iwo grade
levels: Grade 3/4, 7/8, or 10/11. The Strand Tests may na used
either as achievement teats or* as diagnestic tests. Is. the
former case teachers day wish to use them to assist in taa taik
of assessing students' mastery of a given strand upon completion
of that strand ot at the end of.the school term. Teachers of the
subsequent grade can use the tests for diagliostcc purposes to
identify areas of particular strengt4h or weakness before they
begin io teach a major unit.

illinkattElmlIALLIsuips_ths_linal_201§

Each Strand Test reqiires forty-five minuteb to admia/ster;
this is the time limit that was used in all of the pilot testin4
of the items. Users vho wish to use. the, tests for assigning
grades 'or . for copparing their studette performance to the
provincial average,should adhere, closilt to this time limit..
Although the tests.are power, tests and note.s rictly speaking,
speed testsviany significant depsrture from the fee limit may
take such comparisons invalid.

Students should not be allowed.to Ise hand-lead calculAtors
or any other computational aids fluxing the tests. Similariy, the
use of a cospasi'or prii.trector is hibt.persittelf

The Teacher's Nanual which aCcospanies tach.test.contains a
scortng key and a Class Necord(Form which say be utilised to
analyze the results in detail. tor of:maple, the Class decord
Form can be Used to identify, a Student's strengths and
weaknesses. Ar'ps of weakness will.be evident if tbe istaden,t
frequ'intly or consistently, answers items _Correspondinj to a
particulir objectite incorreCtly.

.1



Stich ,analyses, lowewer,-, mist be done wit caution.Information from a single test item or from a small set of itedsis subject to t ,certain amount of measurement error, and snouldonly be teed as One piece of data to -be- confirmed by ottierrformance 'records.. As with any laingle test score,fication of a possible student weakness on the basis ofthe, sts,n should be considered .tentative natil Confiraed by,furt ,inf-draation..-
Teachers *y obtain diagnostic information by examining the

inccirrec.t response choices made by students beckuse thedis,tr actors were constructed to include treguentl y-ocz arr in geirors:-For axample), consider the. following Grade 3/4 item:.

0

(;)

ii

.Subtract: .429
-1.46

-a. 8
b. 181
C. 123

223

16.

' 1

Each incorrect..aspouse choice lb,c,d) is .illuitratiwe of afiuulty algotithi or miklearned concept. Students .who selectresponse g (may 'ha-ve learned to subtract by eerily finding the.abstolute..differe.n0e of each paiT. .of digits in the exorcise.?Ads, .6 free 9, in 3. 2 from 4'is 2. 3 from 4 is 1.W'St4Adentsselecting responses la or/A may be haVing difficulty with placer.
Value concepts, and in particular with the concert of regzoupingor *borrOwingm in subtraction...

For' more inforation ccintarning the attributes of a

. ic accompanies it. The remainder this
particular test, sliould examine the test itself and theTeacher'sflannel .wh
manual is devoted to a descriptions of the developmental processwhich led to the creation of the *trend Tests whic3 haveappeared thus far. Chapter 2 is concerned with the developmentof the MATE Item Specification Bodel, the Amplitied Objeztives,and the test- items themselves. Chapter 3 contains a description,of the procedures that were followed in pilot testing the itensAnd in putting the'tests together. Also 4ncluded in Chapter 3 is ,a discustion of latent-trait theory and1the Basch model which
Wa s used to calibrate the.items in -the BASF item

6



Chapter 2

DEVELOPEENT OF'ITENS

.44

For each grade, *he 'objectives *listed .in the curriculum
guide for aathesatics indicate, in general tergs, the content.'
that is to 'be. taught. These objectives constituted Ae basis
upon which the NATP items were generated.

7 .

The objectives in.the curriculum guide are'stite& in a form,
that allows teachers a 'fairly.wide degree of latitude in the
selection of the-actual material that is to be. preseilted,..and
'teachers are encouraged td realand interpret the content of the
guide: in the light.of their experience and knowledge of theies
students' seeds and abilities. Such latitude is clearly'
incoppatible with a test, development 'prOgram Where it is
essential that all concerned agree upon the scope,and intent .of
the content to be tested. For that reason, it vas secessary to
rewrite each of the objectives'in sore detailed fora so, that
homogeneous sets of tett items could be written.

Uplifted Opiectives

For each objective in the curriculum guide which was
appropriate'for assessment by means of paper and Pencilu tes ing,

i
an jlifigd_Qhjegthe was devegTed. An Amplified objectiv is
an expanded statement of an Objective which provides a det ilea
description of the topic and behavior implie4 by the objective.
this expanded statement, reduces ambiguity about what would
constitute a Satisfactory test item to assess the degree 'of
mastery the student -has attained. The major purpose'of.t.he
Amplified Objective is to assist item-developers to produce
coherent setsof test items.

An Amplified Objectivethas two-major componenti4 Stimulus
Elements and Learner Response Options. The. Stimulus Elements
component consists of a thorough description of the content-of a
test item which would be valid for that objective; It includes a
list of the restrictions that are to'be placed on the iteas for
a given objective. The Learner lesponse. Options section 'ib a
statement of tie nature of the Wethods.the;student mill be
xpected to Asa in responding to the item. Tor finnitiple-choice

. items, this would consist largely of a description ot Om answer
choices, both the correct answer and the distractors6'

4

To illustrate the concept of an amplified Objective an
=ample is given below. The objective, II.C.7, is takea from
section TUC of the'curriculum gade for grade 7.

0

4
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Specific Objective (II.C.7)
The student, is able to:

". !trite sets of equivalent fractions.

'Ikmplified Objective
.

A. Students should be able to produce (recognize) ,sets oftwo or sore (up to 5) .fraCtions tquivalent to a givenfraction. .B. Given a prciportion with one missing term, the student,will be able to identify the correct missing terns,C. liumeraiors and -denominators used in the items should berestricted to ',reasonable', numbers. tor exa mFledenosi4tors should fie limited to the following: 284, So 6, 811 10.4, 12.
iD. /teas concerning fractions equivalent to zero, wetother.thole numbers should be used.E. The expression "slowest terms,' should be used in ,'exercises asking students to reduce fractions.

. &tuns jlespsmAglig4,§

Distractor should include the reciprocals of the zorrectre ponse. Ty mai also be formed by adding or . subtracting, .
. tbd numerator and denominator rather.than by multiplying

,
''S !or dividing.

.
.

Sample Item,
I

Vlach fraction is equivalent to 6/8 71*,
a. 8/10
b. 8/6

3/16
d. 18/24'

.Jihile mot veryone,vould necessarily egree with all of therestrictions contained in this Anplified'- 'Objective, it isevident that the objective ii ouch mori specific and lessAmbiguous in this form than'in the original. In studyiej 'theane'plet'it IS important to bear in mind that these rirstri.ztions( .) are to .be placed upon the test items to be develop4d, aed are*mot intended as directives regarding the way in which the topicshould be taught. For example, ,the Amplified Objective restrict*the fractions to bi Aimed Jin these itops to those withdenoainators'eelectod from a, wery small Amt. A teachr mightdecide that thits is too reseiictivedrinsofai as the teachingthe top*c is concer4d, and much decision might well be

4
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appropriate in the circumstances. Noiever, 'to ensure that there.
.ii general agreement,nbout what, conistitutes,a suitable.test item
for such an' objective*, it.:is'imperative that en o#erational.
definition be prOvided. This is the.function .of the, Amplified
Objective.

.The .ezistence of an Ampiified 'Objective fakes it possible
'to 'leap)* on grounds of content aladjace validity* PhetAer or
sot 4C given item is acceptable es a measure -Of i given'
Objective. . ...

licwtatitlis.si onaccerrtgallgjUw;
/.

Which fraction is equivalent -Which fraction As equivalent
, to 0/8 7 to 11/51 7: \ 0

a. 8/10 ./ a: 12/52
b. -8/6 f . b..1. 77/357

3/16 c. 21/01 .

. d.: 18/24.:. 4= 1/41.

fhe unacceptable item violates .ohn restriction of the
Stimulus Elenedts and One restriction of.the Learner RespOnse
Options. The fraction 11%51 should hot be used in. a test item -:
for this'. objective.1 If the item were. to :be allowalthe
distractots woUld havie to be consttucied differently. 'The
inverted fora of the. Correct 'responseis mot is the 1.44:ps4f!
required.

,

,

Amplified objectives were developed for ever -ob. ed!tive
"from the 1978 edition of the curriculum guide for Mathematics
%which was.incluied in the NAT Project.

Lits_Rtii122.1tat ,y

.,

.i
The. SATP tem Specif4cation sodel -consists of Okr4e

dimensions: it a content, level of difficulty* and-level of
cognitive behavibr. The model:for Grade 7/8 is shown in iigure'.
1, by* way of illustration. Only the content dimension vari'od

,
amon ades. i A

A
,

\'
In...Mini

1

.
.

Prior to the developnent.of the Amilified Objectives and
the actual test items, the objctivas from the curriculum guide

".for eacg grade were partitioned into strands. Each strand
represents a major block of content for a given grade. The

'Teacher's Samuel for each Strand.Test contains a list 'oi the
actual. objectives frog the curriculum guide'vhich arelacluded
Al that strand. These may also be fount.in Appendix A.

, The content of each strand me further specified\ by the
. 4 .

Obstruction of the Asplefied Objectives. AS 1/4Simitiomed
arlier, an Amplified Objective pas written for eaoh ,oboctive

,

:.

4:
`
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that mas'included.ill the OATP stiands.

Applicatioris

Geometry &Measurement

'-Rational Numbers

WholeNumbers
Sets & Nos.

4

V
444i

N

w Medium
40114,-

ig h, 4

,Figure 1.'ihe HAM) Item Specification aodel - Grade 7/8.

WilL2LI1.1L1041I/

an effo,t wasi made to ensure that the items produces wouldbw-of varying levels of difficulty. Item. drvelopers were lskedto produce item; that mere of loy, medium, or high difficulty,basing their. lodgment of the difficulty of oe item on their,expetrience as teacheriir Of mathematics.- Items of ,low aiffa.ciatywere.defined to be those items iltich bad a predicted t-vaille ofapproximately .00% to. 100%; medium :difficulty items verepredicted 'to. ban p-valge- of approzieatitly 30% to 79%; higb
approximately. t0% to. 29%. . It intended that, fair 'each
difficulty .iteis *ere to heire, a r vaj.ds of
Objectivei4. NO% 'of the items produ4dy ld be of low diff/culty.;40% of medlui difficulty; lied 2000f high difficulty. .
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The three levels of cognie . behavior used in ins ilAT
ProjectiNoere Knowledge, Compiehenaion, and Analysis. &Lot as
when one proceeds f4rom low to high iifficulty" items tha items

' become sharderot, 'so /too as one proceeds from KnOwle340 to'
AaNilysis the items become cognit4vely more complex. The 480 of
these three categories of cognitive behavior ensured that items
would beLprOduced at'varying levels of cofplexity. Such &scheme
was megilsary because the purpose of the pfoject was to generate
iteas at varfIng levEls, andnot merely items to test sLninal
c'empe tencies:

00 A

The categorizetioh of each'iten by cognitive level was done
on an i_piiori basis, as it was for level of diffizulty.

'Pregueit)lys this involved .0. difficult and somewhat aruitrary
decision because the dividing line 'between the categorLe\s

, 'bade accurately for a

t
dividual stedent,

rather ill-defined ant vague. The classiilon of an-item can
y probably only be

taking nto account his or her individual background. However,
such a categorization, in spite- of its weaknesses, does serve to
nsure that item-a-1,41 be generated it various cognitive letels.

There would. appear to be relatively widespread agzeement
about what': constitutes behaiior at the Knowledge level. As the
behaviors- becose mcife complex, h3wever, .the definitions necome
pore difficult to apply to a population of studeatsas 3kpo3ed
to an individpial itudent. In sone CategOrilation scheies, there
may be five or ore cognitive behavior levels usei: For the NAT
Project 'there were three. It was intendet that, for each
objective, 50% of; the items produced'would be at the knowledge
level, and 25% at each of the other two levels.'

.
.

,

The Knowledge ?level, in which a sfudent is mot requires3 to'
bake decisions or use complex memory, consisis of hnowia.,ge of
specific facts, knowledge of terminology, and tbe,ability to use,

algorithms. The Comprehension level, in which a atudeat is
reguire4 to lake decisions and-use complex memory consasts of
kno le e of ,-coacepts, .knowledge of principles,: rules, and

i
gen ral sations, ability to transform problem element! fats one
mod .t another, and ability to read and interpret a mathamickibs
problem. The Analysis lvel,- in which a _student is reguiCki to
give a sOguence of respoases, comsists of the ability t3 solve
tooth', problems, to analyze data, and to recognize patterns.

,

'mu The Knowledge level includes the least
Complex ehav ors which One expects from students as outcomes of
mathenatics Ainstruction. The items 'in this category shoOd
require only simple recall and rOutine banipulatioms.

AO 110

etudeetw
4esse tors

,
r

4

Knowledge of speciflc Pacts. ITAINALHould rmguire
. 4,J' 4

to reproduce or recneize materiel tresented ID the
ss, it was presented in Class. Also included arqi basic

t.

0
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'snit* of knowledge to which the student has been spose.i overlong periods of time .

3 + 5 is

a ? 15

7Lich of
\\

W hich .of
n umbers?

Eicamples,

44)

b. 35 t c. 8 d. 2

the following is POT a wkole mumbert

b. 3 c. 1/2 d. 4
(the following iS not defined for reat ,,-

a., "3 b. 3x0 c. ,0/3 d. 3/0

1.2. jnowledge of Terminology:. 'Items should
-7-istudent to recall the seaning of terms and symbols,.

iLAIS_/:

§rade_.7:

Examples
-/

Which sign says ',tidal'?

a. , b. X c. d. <.

Which of the following is a prime 'number?

a. 33 b. 35 c. 37, d. 39

fa4J.Q: 5! equals ler
_.a. 5:5 it 5 it 5 x 5 b. 5/5

c.,5 z 4z 3 2 2 31 1 6.'5+4.3 2+1

require the

,

. A.3. Ability to' Ilse, Algorithms: .lost teachpra of,
mathematics would probably. 'consider thit tc. sbe the most
important ubcategory of the ,11Cnowledge'level. The items shoUld

iipot require a student to select the proper, algorithm, i.e.,, make
decision, bãt merely to apply the required procedure to the

1menes in tie stimulus.
ott .4011

4
.4



mulABA:

Examples

418

a. 227 b. 638 c. 418

14-2-15

a. 16 b. 17 c. 18

d. 649

frade'10: 0.02 003 w

a. 0.26 /elc 0.026 c. 0.0026 d. 0.00026

is_calprO21212114.. The Comprehension' level consists 'of
behaviors which are more complex than.those at the Kn3wledge
level. The dividing line between categories is somewhai
defined and .items at this level frequently require beadviors
from the Knowledge level as well as from the Comprehansion
level. Items at this level should requirk pore thad sistae
recall': the student should have to make a decision about which
cOncept or-algorithm is appropriate. 4-

0

,D.1: Knowledge of Concepts: Since concepts are abstract and
abstractions require some inpXicit decision-makin§, Kw:Madge of
Concepts is -in the Coapreheniion 'level. Items should require the
student to make a deCision about the applicaton of a con3apt or
Whether or mot ah object is an instance of a specified concept..

Examples

friOs_j: To measure the length of your classroom which 3L the
following_units would be used?

a. metre b. gram c. litre d. kilogram

WAL.2: 'Irite the Prime. factors of

a. 1, 36 b.2, 3, cd 6, 6 A. 4', 9

'inis..11: If two angles are comple(medtary, then both are

a. acute b. obtuose c. right 6. congruent.
..

1.2. Kmoyledge of Principles, Voles, and Semeralisttioas:
For items im this category the student is expected te' tozopkize
a principle, role, or generalisation, asd 41te epplic

:

tioa,n
i

ether or 'mot a' given .item from this AmImIcategory s a
Comprhension-level, item' uill depend mpon What the studs him
beem.tasqbt: If the Itm requires that thesstudent generate the

1
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rule, prinO.ple, or generali tion, then that item woyd belong
to a higher cognitive level for hat etadent. .

i

'e,
,

.

Era ples I,
,

grade p, If you ad4.0 to a number A, ihe sum

a..will be greater than

C. will be less than A

c. will be/ egualsto

&Awry be re or less than A

If ihe decimal Eiait.in a number is moved three eitats
1.2Ake, righl, we are

fiLlds_1:

a. dividing the number b.dividing the.mumbar
by 1000 by 1004t

c. multiplying the number d multiplying the nuaber
'by 100by -100b

ault_10: The sum of the angles of a triangle

a: is between 900 and 1800. '

b. is 800..

c. is between 1660 and 36d0.

depends on the sizesof the angles.

U .)

8.3. Ability .to Transfora Problem Elementi: .Tais
.. subcategory is central to the Comprehension level. T3 solve

items from this cattbry the student may.be xeguired to citinge *
the form of a number or to change a verbale'syaboliz, or a
pictorial representation to either oUthe other forms.
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Examples
/

frade 3: JohA has 8 marbles. His 'brother gave him' 5 .more
marbles. Now gamy marbla0does John have mow?

Which of the following could be used, to solve the
story problgem given, above? (

a. 13 - 5 = .b. 8 - 5 mi

c. 5 = . d. 8 I 5 =
,i

.

(
fra4e 7:. Suppose that an operation * on any num

b
rs I and k

A.efined by a *.b F a. (a x b). Then. 5. -2 equals

a. 10 b. 12

.

c. 15 d.. 20

fsica_10:1 le& % of N =

a. 0.,00125N bz. 0.00125N C. 0.814 d. 0.08N

Ability, to Read and Interpret a Mathesatics Prablem0,,
The ability to actually solve mathematics mord problems belongs
at the Anial,sis level. Vhile thg skills involved vin this
subtategory are a necessary step to solving mathematical
problems, they' are:inot sufficinpt. Accordingly, they belong at
the Comprehengion level.

Rims for this ciaegory say involve problems where reading
and interpreting'the "question is the difficult tart af the
solntion. That is, the sanipuaationt of the problem elerentsAre
sot difficult, :but the comprehension of what elements to

, manipulate may be. This category may alst include items where
the student is recluired to ansver,guestions about & problaa and

....how to sokve it, but ts notreguired to produceithe solutLon.
.

A QP 4?
Examples

It is trwour sum is 60
And we differ just by 2
If you want to find our sages
!one Oinking you must do.
VHD ABEAM

Vhict of the following is true about the miners in
the story given above?

a. Both barbrs must be less than 30

b. both suubers past be grafter tban 39

1Li
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S.

c. Only one number aust be greater.than 60

d. Oaly one somber must be less than 60.
e

Sri. Brows bought a table at a sale. The prize t^ag
stated that Ale original price was $60. The tables
were selling at a 20R:discount. Vhat was the a13.ant of

.

the,discount? (Answer the question below; la not
solve.)

Mich of the following is true about the story 4obles.
given above?

t.\

a. Mrs. Brown paid 160 for. the table.

b. Mrs. Brown paid sore than-S60 for the table

c. Mrs. Brown paid less Alan $60 for the table

d. Mrs. Brown received a discount of $20.

gade_12; Vhat whole numbers make the 'following sentence.61true?.

5 < V 3 < 10.
Q.

4
a. N < 10 b. N > 5

c. 5 < < 10 d: 2 < N 8

cL UAW/AL The Analysis level includes. item that require
a sequence of responses from a student. It is this *sequence of
responses" that distinguidhes this level from the other two
levels. As with the first two levels, AnOlysis-level lensviors
are closely linked to a course of study, and Analysis-level
items should be 'dollar, bq sot identical; to itei's stu14ed in
class.

C.1. Ability, to Solve Routine Problems: In its simplest;
form, an item at this level would require the stud:it4to select
aod utilize an algorithm. The itemi nay be made nor complex W._
'Involving, the student in selectiag principle or r.ite, in
choosing the appropriate algoriths(s), oi selecting" the proper,
sequence of steps ?to be followed. J

at

*.

4
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Examples
NI N.

Imos_j: Susan bad read 62 pages of a book. Then she`read 25'
sbre pages. Bow altar pages of the book bass she road?

.11,111171:

,'

a. b. 37 c.62 d. 25

A class of 48 pupils decided to impose a ,boax-loss
insurance fee based on the average book price of $2.40
and the rate of loss in the previous year df ,:books
lost per 24 pupils. What fee 'should each pups.l. be
charged "in order to 6ver the total expeCted lol.s for
'the current year?

' -
a. $0.45 b. $0.3b .c.%,$0.80 $0.90

Ers..Woland bought a fur coat paced at $50J. The
sales tax 014 4%, end the luxury tax on the coat was
15%. What was her total bill?

a. $519 b. $586.50 c. $595 d. $690

C.2. Ability.to Analyze- Data:. This 5*i:category olves
yowling data, interpreting data, organizing ta, making,
decisions about data', and drawing conclusions bas on the data.'
Such abilities are necessary to !separate a p lee int.) its
tOmponent parts, to disfluguish relevan nforaatiou from
extraneou's information, and to connect the sub-Troblemt which
have alreadrbeen solved in order to solve thetstated prooiem.

Examples

kule_2: lace horse 64 km/h
Deer . 80,km/h

, homing Pigeon 100 km/h
Cheetah 110 km/h

.A homilo pigeon'was taken 400 km from home. Abut.hoy
many hours would it take tbe hOming Pigeon to fli bact-
bone?

a^

It a. 3 b. 4. C. 5 d. 6
4

Fire spelling tests are'to be given in Deanaa's class.
Each *test bas a value of 25 points& Deanna's average

, for the first' fOur tests is 20. What is the Aowest
score she can get on the fifth test to have. a 75%
average on all five tests?

a. 13 b. 14 c. 15 d. 20

%P.

...
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frads.90: Harriet wanted 6 pairs of socks. Store I sob, them at.
2 pairs for $1.25; the ame brand sold in store at 3
pelts 'for $1.98. To_be conomical, what should Aarrietdo?:

a. ,Bul the socks at Store.I

b. Buy the socks at Store Y.

Buy the socks at either store; it sae Is no
difference. 1.

d. . It cannot be determine( from the facts given.

.47

C.S. Ability to Recognize Patterns: The student say be
required to recall relevant isformation," transform pi. oblemlesents, man.ipulate the problem lemente into meguenza, and'
recognize a relationship, Basically,, the student s required ,to
find something familiir in a set 'of data. ,

Examples

grade 3: Nary had f4r.pieces %of paper with the numbers 1 to 4
written on them as short.

4

41.112:

irsit.12:

r-----1
I 1 I . 2 I 3 f I 4

f

She made a list of alljhe 2-digits numberA, she could
make with the pieces of paper. What number is Aussing
fro. her list?

12, 13 14, 21, 23, 31,, 3 34, 41, 42, 43.
,

b. 44 c. 24 d. 42

In an illection 356 people vote to choose one oi five
candidates. The candidatet with lost votes Ls the
winner. 1111d4 is the smallest number of vote$ the
winner could receive?

s. 179 b.-178 c. 71 d. 72

The digit in 416 is
0

a
,

o b. 2 C. 4 a. 6

2 4-
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Rost of. tit.; 1.tems for a given grade.sitre developed by a
team. f classroom teachers, mathematics supervisors, -and
Bathes tics educators during a week-long writing session. Each
item thIiVnttbrougb a threes-U.1ml validation process. At ach
level the 1,tems.were scrutinised using the following critaria:

a

1. mould success on the item be a talid indicatian of
. sastery of the objective?

17

2. Vas the item app riate for jhe specified grade, ldvel?

Did the item meet all of the restrictions cittaieed in
the Amplified Objective;

4. Vas , the item properly categorized with respect to
cognitive lever/

5. Vas the item clearly written?

Each pair of itev-writers was ifsponsibfe for a so&cific
strand, and they conducted the first level of validation of the
items for that strand. The second 'validation was doed by-
another pair of item writers at the we grade level.

After the item writing sessfon was completed the third
validation vat performed. This was,done bi the members of the
project,team vho were not.involved in writing the items. Itels
.ttat survived this validation procedure Were then prepaiLd for
field-testing.

t

Beferen es

v4.

Pophat, V. James. Selecting objectives and generating test items
for objectives-based tosts. Makes Lk ;ritigaga
ASLIIII221 Beasurillat, CSE Nomograph Series in EvalliatiOn,
Number 3..Los Angeles: Center for the.Study of'Evaluation,
1974, pages .13-25.

Wilson, Jases V. Evaluationeof,learning in1secondary scho3L
mathematics. In B.S. Komi, J:T. Baktings G.T. Kaidus
(Eds.), Utilitin Imalit 11114sAilia& Bes

bpGraw-Hill book Compel)** .1971.

ri
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Chapter 3

STATIiTICAL PROCEDURES
-*1

. In addition to the conatraints imposed upon RAT? item
development and validatibn procedures by .pedapstical
q0nSiderations such' as those discussed earlier, there were
Serera1 important7 psychometric considerations as mei... .In
particular, it was.intended that

Two lateht trait models were investitted for their
pot'ential application -in the BAT Project: th three-parameter
,modól; apd the one-parameter model. /n the former case, the
probability that a person of. 4 given ability will:correctly
answer an'item Ls assumed to be a non-linear &unction of three
parameters:, the ditficultt of the item; the item discrimination,
and the probability of obtaining the correct answer by guassing.
In the one-parameter odel, the'performance of an individual of
given ability (is assumed to be a function only oi the

)&ifficulty of the item.

An xtensive review of the literature and disclissioas.mith
measurement specie )ists who were a:tive la the area of Latent
trait theory le tO the adoption of OW one-Faraseter model.
Although the thr e-parameter model probably -yields a "truer"
picture of the testiag situation, there ate sa anmpar of
aresOlved lisues concerning its use. For mRample,' the
suitability of the, prOcedures seed to estieate the parameters 4

has not been.adeguately demonstrated.loreover, the lnclusLon of
guessing parameter in the mOdel is iot defensible" for, Open-

ended ,guestions which 'were originally planned to\conatitute a
portion of theMem baik. Renct although the one-paraaeter

?')

1. the tests would provide greatest precision for measuring
the achievement of' students at the pass/fail Level,
,since classification errors et/ this point are more
.perious than 'at other grading locations, and

2. by placing all the items for a given grade,on a common
scale of difficulty scares obtained'on different tests
measuring performance on the same content, would be
Wectly coaparable.

It was apparent that traditional Ahmample-depenient
approaches to test development were inadeguati Ito meet these
conditions. Instead, procedures derived from AgalAI_ILAII_LbearY
were proposed as a means of creating tests having the raluired
characteristics.
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model requires assuming tkat all of the items have siailar
discriainating power and that the probability of success au any
item tends to zero 'for students of very low ability, it wasconcluded to be the more useful of the two ode.13. Thesuccessful impleaentation of an item-bank project in Portland,
Oregon based upon the one-paraneter model also facilitated the
decAion to base the HATP item bank upon it as well.

74.11§ch 21121e /ogistic Hodel

The model used in developing the HATP tests is basea upon
the conceptualization of the measurement situation put forward
in,. the 1960's b.y GeJrg Masch. Masch argued that the best that
taw scores or percentages on a test can'do is rank students in
'order of achievement. However, if one wishes to compare the
performance of two individuals, percentAges indicate only which
pefson performed better, not by how much better. For example, if
person A obtains a score of 60X on a test and person B obtains a
score of 30%, it cannot be concluded that A achieved twice as
well as B. If such a conclusion were varranteh, what %%maid be
the score' of person C be.who did twice as well as A?

In settinj up the odel, Basch attempted to build in
several desir le characteristics First, the rlativc
perforaances of two individuals should be uniquely dete.:ained
regardless of the items used on the test. Secondiy!,
quantification of.the relative difficulties of two items should
not depenl upon the abilities of the persons to whom they are
administered. Finally, if one person is twice as aide as
another, the more able person should solve a problem twice as
difficult as one given to the other person with tae sale
"expenditure of effort" as the less able person needs ta txert
in order to solve the less difficult.

Basch also wished to incorporate in his odel a feature
relating person-ability and item-difficulty such that, for a
very capable person faced with a very easy item, the probapility
should be very nearly one thst the person would obtain th
correct answer. Also, if an item were neither too difficult nor
too easy for the respondenti the outcome would be uncertain, and
the probability for a correct solution should therefore be about
0.5. In other words, there should be about a 50-50 chance of a
correct answer.

A probability function meeting the requisAments sugyested
by Basch is the following:

a (s ) d(i).

p(si) r -
a(s) - d(i)

1 * *
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where, is the probability that person k correctly
antwers item I,
a(s) is the ability of person a,
4(i) is 'the.difticulty of item i, and
e is the base of natural logarithms.

Suppose that a test consisting of 40 items is administeredto a sample of 3C0 persons. The computer program, BICAL (aright
and Need, 1978), may be used to estimate the difficulty, d(i),of each'item and the ability, a(s) , of each person. All persons
obtaining the same ram score, k, are assumed to have the same(ability. The common scale underlying both a(s) and d(il is an
equal-interval scale ranging, in theory, fros positive iafinityto negative iefinity. The-unit of'measure for each paramter is
the loqit and, in practice, the usual range for each parameteris approximately -4 to +4 logits. Negative values f3r a(s)
indicate low ability persons, and negative values for dill
indicate easy items.

A simple manipulation of the model gives the following
odds-on-success, 0(si), for a ,given individual faced with a
particular item:

a(s) d(i)
0(si) = e .

The nature of the egual-intervi'l scale say be seen by
iasining this formula. .Suppose persons If and Z have
abilities of 1.30, 1.60, ind 1.90 logits respectively. Note that
the difference between X and I, and between T and Z are equal,
namely 0.30 loqits. Now suppose that each is faced with au item
of difficulty -0.20 logits. The oddson-success for person X
would be ell30 (-°2°) = el."= 4.50. Similarly, the olis-on-
success for persons Y and Z would be 6.05 and 8.17 respectively.
The oidson-success for Y compared to those for i are
6.05/4.50 = 1.35 times as great. The odds-on-success ror Z
compared to those for I are 8.17/6.05 = 1.35 times greater.
Bence, the equal intervals on the ability scale yield equal
ratios for odds-on-success. In other words quantifiable aeanin'q
has thereby been given to the assertion that one .student is
"twice as able" as another.

There are several other dwantageous properties of the
model and these have been investigated and supported through the
analysis of real data. First, within reasonable limits the
stimates _of item difficulty are independent of the saaele of
persons umed to calibrate the items. That is, regardless of
whether a sample consists of high ability or low muility,
subjects, the difficulty value assigned to any given itea will
be tBe same. This is in irect contrast to the traditional model
which uses the p-valu or percentage of correct response in the
population tested as an ndex of the difficulty of an item.
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Secondly, stimates of a person's ability...my be obtained
fron apy collection of previously calibrated items. dithin,

limits, two persons may be assessed using completely diirerent
items, and tile' estimates of their abilities will be directly

it

comparable. This characteristic is particularly desirable llin ee
coustruction and utilization of item banks where the bbjective
is to atch items to persons. Low difficulty items are best
suited to measuring persons of low ability, and high difficulty
itens give thf most precise-estimates of the abilities at high
achievers. Using Rasch-calibrated items, such tests pan be
constructed and the two abilities compared on the comoon sc.-ale.

Closely related to the foregoing is the matter jf the
standard error of the ability estimates. In the Rasch mod.11, the
standard error of ability is smallest for eAsures derivei froa
central scores, becoaing larger as the scaYes tend;towird the
extremes. Thus, the best estimate of a pers9nos ability will be
obtained from a test containing items for each of whic# the
probability of success for that individual is 0.5. Oa very
difficult questions the problem of guessing may comfound the
issue, and on very,easy ques"tions then problem of boredoa may
arise. ,Menze, if the intention is to create a test whi;;.n best
measures the abilities of low achievers, iteas haviaivlow levels
of difficulty should be selected from the item FoeLic:

Ihe Item alitIation proedure

A fundamental requirement in the creation of en item' bank
is the determination of the diffinaty of each coaponent itea on
a common scale. By definition an item bank consigts of a large
mnsbcr of items. Since each student in a calibration a;ample
cannot be expected to respond to all...items contenplated for the
bank, an alternative procedure using the responses of difierent
students to different sets of items must be empthyed. It 1.-; bete
that the power of the Basch model is realizd. fly ut,diting
blocks of common items as links between different tests, the
difficulty values of items may he interrelated':"Various linking
pedredures were used at the thre2 grade levelsifor which items
were developed. The calibration procedure for the Grade 10/11
iteis is described here in some detail as a coapre.eusive

4 example.

Three straids were required for Grade 10/11: Algebra,
Geometry, and Consmmer Mathematics. Initially, thc items ill each
strand were calibrated 'independently. A common procedure was
followed for ach strand, and that procedure is repreented
diagrammatically in rigureeW

A, -A, C, D, end E repreaent five test booklet; eacfi
containing 40 items from a,single strand. Mach booklet conAisted

Aof four links or blocks of ten items each. Mach of cue ten
blocks of items a, b, c, -'linked two booklets. As a
result one hundred items were calibrated in ten links of ten
items each.

10 i)



Figure 2. Linking network for items in a Grade 10 straua.
>

A provincial probability sample of 1500 student.; was
obtained for each strand by selecting an appropriate numaer of
Grade 10 classes, stratilied by geographic location.and size of
school, as follows:

s,

1. All schlools in the province which contained ziasses
cospleting Grade 10 Mathematict in the first semester
were. sorted into six geographic zones. The sample size
chosen in each zone was proportional to the reported
Grale 10 enrollment as of September 30, 1978.

2. Within each zone, schools were ranked in order or grade
enrollment, and the estimated number of classes in each
schObl was also listed. This estimate was based on the
average diitrict class, size fdr each particular grade.

3. Within ach zone, grade size strata were defined in such
a way that, within each itratne, two or three zlasses
mould be selected. This nsurei that schools 4f all
sizes were represented in the final sample.
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4. Within each stratum the first class was selected
randomly while the secOnd (and third, if aecessdry) was
selected systematically. This ensured that the schools
selected represented the larger and the smaller s...:hools
w ithin each size stratum.,

5. lithin schools, principals were -asked to select classes
by a random procedure deUcribed in a letter ta them.
Most schools were asked to select

. only one class but
sone of the larger schools iere asked to select two or
n ote.

The return rate was approximately 175 per booklet, well
below the _design leiel of 300, probably due to inalequate
informatioi4egirding semesteriny. The entire procedure was
repeated at -'0e end of the second semester with a design sample
size of 400 p4r booklet. As a result, an average of 457 returns
per booklet ',bre available for calibration.

The responses to each of the sixteen different Grade 10/11
test booklets were first analyzed by the computer program eERIAP
(eelson,1974) using traditional item analysis techniques. difirt
reliabilities were typically around 0.89. Items were identified
for closer content analysis if their results showed one ce more
of the following characteristics:

1. the ipoint-biserial correlation for the correct response
was less than 0.20;

2. the poitit-biserial correlation for an incorrect response
was greater than 0.05;

J. the percent correct response was considerably lower than
the perc4nt choosiny one of the ditractors;

4. a distractor was selected by less than one perc..fat of
the respondents.

Soe such items were .onittei entirely from any further,
consideration,osome were set aside to be modified and calibrated
t a later date, and sone *ere retained as tested because of
their content validity. A summary of the results is given in
Table 1.

The remaining items from etch booklet were. subjected to
leech .calibration using the computer program ilICAL (Wrilat and
Mad, 1978). This program generates several :itatistics which
indicate .whether or mot items fit well with the rest af the
collection. Suck a lact of fit might occur when students guess
at the correct answer or, perhaps, when the wordimg of au item
discriminates im favor of a particular sub-group of persous. The
critical statistic used for determining lack of fit was taa Lit
Deek Sellgre, with expected value. of 1.0. An item was reje.->ead if



Table 1

Summary of Items Deleted

Number of Items Algebra

PilotOd 100
Set aside for modification 8
Deleted (LERTAI) 0
Deleted (HULL) 0

Retained 92

cr\

by Strand

--J

25

Geometry Consamer
Rathetatics

100 .1J0
11 6

2 4
1 1

86

its fit mean square exceeded 1.0 by three standard errars on
each of the two forms on which that item appeared. The final
aumber of retained items is shown in Table 1,

Raving decided which items iere to be retained in.the bank,
the next step was to use the links to bting all calibrated
difficulties to a common scale. Figure 2 above shows booklets A
and 8 connected by the ten linking items in link g. Since A and
8 contain items of varying difficulty, and since the bY5oLlets
ate calibrated independently, the difficulty of each irea in
link a will be assigned two values: dne resulting frala its
inclusion in bookle00A and one from booklet 8. However, because
of the equal-interval scale underlying the model, one set of
difficulty values any be taken as the standard, say thae for
booklet A, and eadi yalue for booklet 8 may then be adjusted by
the same amount to bring all the items into line. The anoint of
adjustment vas determined by first averaging the difficult...es of
the linking items as determinedlfrOm booklet A, then° aieraging
the difficulties of the linkinOitems as determined from bJakiet
8, and finding the difference; between these two means. This
difference should be constant for all ten pairs of difficulty
values, within "a margin of error. If any difference exzeeded
that margin, the item was omittei from the link and a new
constant calculated. In this .way the development of AtAble
linking values was ensured. The riasult 'was a direct, 3ue-way
link froa A to B.

As a additional check, three vpossible two-way liaking
values were calculated:

A --> C --> 8, A --> D --> II, and A --> I --> B.

These three values were averaged atd the average of that value
and the ,one-way value was used to determine tbe final 'leaking ---
constant .for ach form.
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Finally, the appropriate linking constant was added ta eachitem difficulty to obtain the final calibrated difficultyparameters. 'The result was three independently calibratea setsof items: Algebra, Geosetry, and ninsumer Batheaatics.

An attempt was made to Oltlibrate the Grade 10/11 iteas onthe same scale as the Grade 7/8 iteas. This possibility wasinvestigated by scans of a sixteenth test booklet containiug ten
items from each of the three Grade 10/11strands, viz. ona itemfrom each of the ten links within a strand, and ten itex4 from
the previously calibrated Grade 7/8 items. The feasibility of atie-in with the Grade 7/8 item bank was deterained by exaainingthe calibrated values of the tfn common items. If each pAir ofcalibrated values differed by a constant, within a zartain
margin of error, the inter-connection wonld be feasible. Uiinj amargin of three standard errors it was found that 6 of the 10items failed to behave as required. Three were such easier thanhad beesipredicted by the Grade 7/8 calibratfon, and three were
more difticult. Since more than half of the items failed to stet
the criterion, the result was ludged to be sufficiently me4ativeto reject calibrating .the Grade 10/11 items on the Grade 7/8scale.

The sixteenth booklet, which contained ten items fros eachstrand, was also used to te5t the hypothesis that all three
Grade 10/11 strands could be calibrated on the same scale. Using
the procedure outlined in the preceding paragrapb for comparingitem difficulties, the difficulties of the items in eacu group
of ten were matched with the difficulties as determined by the Iscale of the appropriate strand. The results of this pracedure
were positive; only one item failed to meet the criterion. Taiswas judged to be acceptable, and all three strand.; were
calibratel to the same scale using the constants derived fromthe final booklet as linking values.

In all cases, the original logit as..ale was transformed into
a more convenient one. The transformed unit of measure was namedthe BRI (8kitish Columbia unIT). The centre of the scale was
mat at 1000 and each logit was set equal to 100 BRITs. Item
difficulties on the mew scale ranged from 700 to 1200 liAlTs,
approximately.

Finally, 'OM attempt was made to stablish letter grade
boandary values on the BRIT scale. Each teacher in the pilot
testing procedure provided a letter grade for ach studear. In
making their decisions as regards these letter grades, taachers
were asked to consider only the students' achievemeet in
mathematics an1 not to take into consideration such factors as
motivation, work habits, and the like. In partiAular, the
teachers were asked ta consider six dimensions of achievement,
and to Use them in deciding which letter grade hoald be
assigned to each student. The six dimensions were:
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I. Achievement in solving mathematics probless.

II. Achievement to perforsing routipe mathematical tasks
(e.g., arithmetic skills).

III. Achievement in grasping new mathematical concepts.

IV. Achievement in sakingnmathesatical generalizatious.

V. Performance on mathematics tests.

VI. Perforsance on mathematical quizzes and evdryday
assignments.

These assigned letter grade; were then translated into four
variables, dichotomously scored,' yielding the A/B, B/C, C/?, and
P/F cut-off points, respectively. They were treated as any other
itea and calibrated onto the BRIT scale.

test cQnstlictign proce4ure

In selecting the items fros'the bank for the Strand rests,
two factors were borne in mind. The first an4 most important
criterion was content validity. That is, it was mecessari that
the objectives related to each strand As `defined by the
curriculum guide be fairly represented. In every caie, a
judgment was sale as to a fair weighting of the objective.i and
this was reflected in the number of.items selected foz- each.
Secondly, the tests were designed to yield the most pz.ecise
measure for students on the borderline between success and
failure. To meet this requiresent the items selected were
generally taken from t\he lower difficulty end.of the scale.

Having selected the specific forty items for each .itrand
Test, a conversion table of raw scores to Basch ability scores
on the BRIT scale was determined; that is, each scoie fraa 1 to
39 was assigned' its corresponding BRIT value. As vita any
measurement process, each elsurement is subject tottncertlinty;
in the Rasch model the standard error of the ability measare is
least for scores in the centre. Assuming that each raw sc)ce was,
centrally located in a confidence interv4l of t2 stAndard
errors, the previously determinei grade cnt-off levels were used
to determine raw score ranges for each grade level. This
information was sumsarized in pidtorial form as shown in Figure
3.

In order- to verify the appropriatenes of the grading
procedure, each of the final Grade 7/8 Strand Testo; was
sdministerel to a probability sample of 1000 Grade 7 studants in
June, 1979. It was .honed that this procedure mould confirm that
the information to be provided to test veers vas reliable, thus
freeing the test developers fros the necessity of using a
separate earning 'sample to obtain letter grade information, and
resulting in considerable con3mies of tine and money. The
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Figure 3. Assignment of letter grades to raw scores.
(Grade 1-0,,Algebra Test)

results were satisfactory in terms of the traditional point.-biserial and reliability indices, nd in predicting tne meanscores on tile tests. However, a serious discrepancy was evidentbetween the number of respondents scoring in each grade categoryand the number predicted from the -yodel. Actual performance onthe tests was considerably more peaked than had been prea4.cted.Typical findings are displayed in Table 2.
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Table 2

Discrepancies be ween Predicted Ind.Obtained Grade Frequencies

Grade Suggs te& Raw
Score Range

Predicted % Obtained %
of Respondents of Respondent.;

A 39-40
, 35-38

23-34
11-22
0-10

10

22
34
21
13

2

11

52'

32
3

/he probellem was resol ed through discussions with various
persons experienced in the application of the Basch .model, andby a re-analysis of the procedure used to generate the letter
grade cut-off scores. It appeared that the difficulty lay in the
probabilistic mature of the model, as is illustrated in the
following example.

Assume that the calibrated difficulty value at the k/u cut-
off point is 1200 BRITs, and that a test of'jugt one item of
difficulty 1200 BRITs is administered to a sample of 560 pazsons
with /sae abilities as shown in Table 3. The probability ofsuccess on the item for each perMon at each ability lavel isgiven in the second column. Hultiplying the probability ofsuccess by the number of students at each level yields the
expected number of pergans who will be successful on the item.
As a result, ninety-seven persons, i.e. 17% of the sampla, mill
likely answer the item corre:tly or, 4hin the earlier
conceptualization, be judged as A-stidents. However, Lae true
number of A-students in the sample, that is those vita true
ability levels of 1200 or above, is 60. This is just exleven
percent of the sample. It appears that the estimated number will
always exceed the actual mumber for the extreme grade levais, A
and F, whenever the samples exhibit orsal or norsai-like
distributions.

The failure of the procedure to yield valid cut-off scores
posed a serious problem. For the Grade 7/8 cests, the results of
the norsing study could be used to establish score rangeg
yielding the observed percentages in each grade category based
on the teachers° judgments. However, for the Grade 3/4 ani 10/11
tests, this option was mot available since no.sorming studies
sere carried out at those grade levels.

An alternative procedure mas therefore imvestigateJ. For
each of the sixteen test forma which mere used im Nay 147g to
calibrate additional items for the three item banks the sedtiou
of the BICAL output shoving the distribution of person scores
max imolated. For each form, the ability scores were adjusted to
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Table 3

Probable Proportions of a Normal-Likc Sample
'glassine Item A/B of Difficulty 1200 BBITs

True Ability . Probability of Number in Probable Musber
Level (BilTs) Success on A/T Sample "Passing" "Ids k/B

700 0.01 20 J
800 0.02 40 1900 0.05 100 51000 0.12 240 291100 0.27 100 211200 0.50 40 2)1300 0.73

560 91

a common scale by subtracting the mean ability on that fora.
Ability scores for the entire .simple of approximately 6600students at each level were then aggregated into a fregVency
distribution, and the cumulative percent frequency distriputionwas graphed. Using the teacher estimates of grade distrioutionson the original calibration sample, ability.scores correspondingto the grade boundary points were estimated frcm the ioility
ogive. This graph is shown in yigure 4.
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Figure 4. The use of the cumulative frequency distribution
to establish grade cut-off scores.
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Operating on the assumption that the distribution of
abilities on each Strand Test replicated that on the ag4regate
of items, the ability cut-off scores were used to establih raw
score boundaries on each test.

The revisel cut-off scores for Grade 10 Algebra are shown
in Figure 5 along with the origiaal cut-off scores. The greatest
discrepancies occur at the extremes. Grade level categorizations
based upon the original values would have underestimated the

40 ----

35

30

25
Ui

20

15

10

5

M309 /A1 \ A

34
w

tI-33 / / %

I

POSSIBLE/
LE TTER GRADE

MOST PROBABLE
LETTER GRADE

POSSIBLE
1111( UlTERGRADE

PROVINCIAL
MEAN SCORE

Figure 5. A comparison of the.original and revised cut-aff
scores for Grade 10 Algebra.

somber of low ability and high ability students. In general, the
lover the school grade level, the less serious the discrepincies
became, ranging from 5 raw score points for the F/P cut-off in
the limple given, to a differesce of 1 raw score point tor the
same Cut-off point in the Grade 3 Sets and Numbers test.

The information obtained in the noriing study for the Grade
7/8 tests was used to validate the foregoing Frocedura. Thp
grade distributions from, the calibration sample were a.ied to

I.
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establish cut-off points on the histogran for each of the itrandTests in the morning sanple. The results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4

Comparison of Grading Intervals Suggested by theCalibration Ogive and Those obtained in the Morning Saatile

Interval X of
Grade from n Sample

Ogive

2tI§ iii latiptks(

A
% 35-40 118 11.8

B 29-34 260 26.0
C 22-28 343 34.3
P 16121 193 19.3
r 0-15 85 8.5

[

gulatigns with 1121e lamlle[s
A 37-40 168 16.4
B 32-36 307 30.0
c 26-31 309 30.2
P 21-25 157 15.3
F 0-20 82 8.0

Target Closest Mem
AC Available Iaterval

10.2 ,.. 11.8
21.p 21.6 10-34
-344 34-5 23-29
21.2 20.0 17-22
12.6 10.2 U-16

10.2 12.3 3d-40
21.6 21.7 34-37
34.4 35.3 2d-33
21.1 19.4 22-27
12.6 11.3 0-21--

lith Ratiopal lumbers
36-40 199 19.3 10.2 10.7 3d-40B 31-35 215 20.9 21.6 22.3 3J-37c 24-30 261 25.3 34.4 35.4 23-32P 18-23 172 16.7 21.1 19.0 lo-22r 0-17 183 17.8 12.6 12.6 J-15

gel:Melia itod AtIstAteent
A 36-40 137 13.0
B 31-35 250 23.6
C 24-30 338 32.0
P 18-23 209 19.8

, F 0-17 123 11.6

A.P.PljgAti2D5
A 35-40 142 12.6
B 225 19.9
C

,30-34
22-29 416 36.8

P 16-21 203 18.0
F , 0-15 144 12.7

,

10.2 13.0 3D-40
21.6 23.6 31-35
34.4 32.0 24-30
21.1 19.8 1d-23
12.6 11.6 J-17

1

0.2 12.6 35-40
1.6 19.9 31-34

14.4 36.8 22-39
'1.1 18.0 1D-21
,2.6 12.7 O-15

3 o
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e,

On two of the tests - Applications, and Geometry and
Measureent - the intervals suggested from the calibration and
those obtained from the,noraing were identical. On Sets and
Numbers, the A/B cut-off was the same while the reaalniui ones
differed by one unit. For Operations with Whole Nuabers and
Operations with Rational Numbers, the cut-off points diffeced by
one or two units. At the critical P/F cut-off point, Sets and
Numbers ahd Operations with Whole Numbers were somewhat
conservative. The only area of concern might have been tile P/F
cut-off for Operations with Rational Numbers, but the region of
uncertainty for the p interval extended well below the "true"
P/T cut-off.

On balance, the intervals determined from the calioration
ogive would appear to be reasonable. A similar procedure,
without benefit of the noraing study that was employed at the
Grade 7/8 level, vas used to establish grade cut-off points for
the Grade 3/4 and 10/11 tests.
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DEFINITION OF NATP STRANDS
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Table 1

Definition of SATP Strand:
6 SETS AND NUMBERS

Grade 3/4

37

Objective Code Statement of Objective Item Nos.

During Year THREE the student:

3.21 Reads and writel numerals to 9999

3.3 Uses erpanded notation in renaaing
to 9999

3.4 Understands the place value of
numerals to 9999

3.10
1

3.11

Recognizes and, uses correctly the
following terms: odd and even

Identifies unit fractions of objects
and sets_ Reads and writes equa-
tions using these fraction names

3.13 Is able to rounl off numbers
nearest 10 or 100

7,11,19,33,36

3,10,18,22,
27

2,8,9,12,14,
16,21,29,31,
32,38,39,40

6,2o

5,1i,23,34,
35

to 407,24,37

3.25 Skip counts by 2's, 3's, 5's, 10's

2.9 Uses ordinals to twentieth
4

15,25,26,30

1,2d
.46

1 3.2 means objective 2 from the year 3 objectives in the zarriculumlipiide, pages 11-12. The year 2 objective (2.w1 wascluded far completeness.

rorrersommor
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Table 2

Definition of KATP Strand:
OPERATIONS WITH VHOLE NUMBERS

Grade 3/4

'Objective Code Statement of Objective Itum Nos.

3.11

3.5

During TEAR THREE the student:

Rec?gnites and uses the symbols
,C1l+, and x

Solves addition and subtraction exam-
ples with 2, 3, and 4-digit numerals

,a4 addition, without regrouping
b) addition, with regrouping

2

1,3

7,9,13,16,20,
23,24,27,32

, c) subtraction, withOut regrouping 22,35
d) subtraction, with regrouping 4,5,8,10,11,

14,15,17,25,
28,29,33,36

3.6 SolveSt multiplication examples, 12,19

3.8 Recalls with reasonable speed and
accuracy the multiFlication and
division facts to 50

30

3.9
A

Translates a word problem into
mathematical symbols and solvcs
using Oppropriste operations

18,21,26,37.

13.10 Recognizes And Uses correctly
selected terms

f.3139

3.12 Multiplies by 10 and lob 6,34,38

2.3 Solves addition snd s tractiCfn 31,40
quations including c ncept Øi
inverse operations

on.

7-'
1 3.1 means objective 1 from the Grade 3 objectives in the

curriculum guide, pules 11-12. the 'yeari0- objective (2.3) 4as
.included for completeness.

;

4

JA*

rN

.1
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Table 3

Definition of MATP Strand:
MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY

Grade 3/4

Oblective Code Statement of Objective _Its. Mos.

During YkAR THREE the student:

3.1t Recognizes and uses the symbols 6,21,26,37
and 0

3.14 Constructs simple geometric models 13,16,32
of solids sad pianeshapes

3.15 I- Recognizes the axis of symmetry 35

3.16 Uses graphs as a means of recording 1,2,9,14,33

3.17 Estimates and measures.length in 10,12,15,21,
arbitrary and setric units to 24,47,29,30,
kilometres 34

3.18 Estimates and measures arbitrary and 19,..H

metric units ih aL and litres

3.19 Determines area by covering 2-D 17

spaces with car

3.20 Determines Volume by filling 3-D 3,22
spaces with cm'

3.21 DeteeMines mass by balancing in 18 ,

kilograms and grass

3.22 . Reads the clock to tell time and 8,20,23,2d
records- in tha conventional may

3.23 Recognizes the division of units of 7,11,31
time into years,smonths, weeks, days
and hours

3.26

2.25

.

Reads the thermometer in OC 5,3d,40

Classifies solids according to 4,Is

faces, edges, vertices.pmn
$ 3.1 means objective 1 from the Grade 3 objectiva.; in the

curriculum guide, pages 11-12. The year _2 objecpve (2.25) was -

,included for,completeness..

Aft.



Table 4

Definition of RATP Strand:,
SETS AND MURDERS

Grades 7/8

Curriculum Guide
Objective Code Statement of Object ve Itua Mos.

The student is able to:

1.1 use the following symbols
fa,b,c,...)

1.2 state or demonstrate whether two
stAs are in one-to-one
correspondence

11,17,34'

10,2

1.3 specify the elements of a set when 7,lo
given a word description of the
set

3

1.4 specify, draw, or state
a) the union of two or sore sets 18
b) the intersection of two or 5,1i,20,36

ore sets

11.A.2

11.k.

state the value represented by each
digit in a multi-digit deciA41
numeral

write decimal nunerals in expanded
form using
a) powers of ten
b) powers of ten in exponent

form

21,22,
31

12,p
16,15

1I.A.4 use the coalman mathematical 2,23,29,30,
symbols 33,40,

1I.B.1 Mentify the lements belonging
to the following sets of numbers:
a) natural or counting numbers 6
b) rational numbers 25

11.8.3 list the factors of a number 8,14,24,39

11.8.4 Hit the multiples of* number 19

(.1



Table 4 (continued)

Curriculum Guide
Objective Code

41

Statement of dbj)ective Itor Mos.

II.B.5

II.D.1

identify the elements belonging to
specifiel sets of numbers:
a) odd nuabers 4
b) prime numbers 9,21,38

recognize and use the following
properties:
a) associative for addition
b) multiplication by zero

15
32

AIP
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Table 5

Definition of NATP Strand:
OPERATIONS WITH IHOLE NUNBERS

Grades 7/8

Curriculum Guide
Objective Code ' Statement of Objective Nos.

The student is able to:

perform the operations of addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and

9division with whole numbers
a) addition 1,4,25
b) subtraction 3,1J,12,17,

20,29
c) multiplication 16,14,23,34
d) division 2,8,13,21,

33,39,40

II.C.4 write a whole number as
of its prime factors

a product 15,2800,32

II.C.5 calculate the G.C.F. of
more CI le numbers

two or 7,9,11,14

JC.C.6 calculate the L.C.N. of
more whole numbers

two or

%

6,1d,26,31,
37,i8'

II.C.13 perform, in conventional order, a 5,21,24,27,
calculation iuvolving
of operations

a series 35,36

(1

.4
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Table 6

Definition of NATP Strand:
OPERATIONS WITH RATIONAL NUMBERS

Grades 7/8

Curriculum Guide
Objective Code Statement of Objective Itva Nos.

I I. C.1

II.C.14

The student is able to:

perform the operations of addilion,
subtraction, multiplication, and
division with rational numbers in
a) fraction form

b) decimal form
c) mixed numeral form

round a decimal numeral to a
specified Oa= valus,

1,2,6,15,28,
30,2,35.38
13,19
16, 43, 29

7,11,17,20,
24

write sets of e4 ivalent fractions 22,39

write an improper fraction for a
mixed numeral and vice versa
a) improper fraction for mixed 14

numeral
b) oiled numeral for improFer 4,r)

fraction
write a decimll numeral for a

fraction numeral and vice versa
a) decimal far a fraction 34,36
b) fraction for a decimal 9,21,37

write a percent numeral for a
fraction numefal and vice versa
a) fraction for a percent 25,40
b) percent fat a fraction 3,8,21,31

1C,12,18,26,
33

solve simple open sentences

4
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Curriculum Guide
Objective Code

Table 7

Definition of BITP Strafe':
GEOMETRY AND MEASUREMENT

Grades 7/8

Statement of Objective Itaa Mos.

The student is able to:

describe or give meaning for the
concept of congruency for:
a) segments
b) angles

use compass and straightedge to:
a) copy an angle
b) bisec* an angle
c) bisect a segment

pentity from a diagram, or draw a
diagram illustrating
a) right angles
b) parallel lines
c) quadrilaterals
d) parts of a_2hircle

1$.2 use a ruler to measure length in
metric units

1V-3 use a prottctor to measure angles

1$.4 state and use the metric units of
length,' angulat deasure (degrees),
area, and volume

111-5 perform the basic arithmetic
operations using units of measure
a) length
b) volume
c) mass
d) angular measure

2,12
6,2J,33

23,39

16,26
24,40
4,11,30
3),15,17,
31

22

1,1d, 21

7,0,14,20,
27,9,32,34

10,13,28,37
14,36,38
9
35
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Table 8

Definition pf RATP Strand:
APPLICATIONS
Grades 7/8

Curriculum Guide
Objective Code Statement of Objective Itam Mos.

V.1

The student is able to:
,

analyze a verbal problem and
a) distinguish between what is

given and what is to be found
b) recognize whether sufficient4 information is given to sclve

the problem
c) determine what operations are

required to solve the problem

V.2 construct a "model" such as a
diagram as an aid to solviny a
problem

6,13,23

30,J3

V.3 translate ve4al problems into open 4,10,24,26,
sentences 36

7.5 test the appropriateness of an 10,20,25,27,
answer to a problem 38

71.1 calculate the output number when 2,11,34
given input numbers and a
function rule

V1.2 graph on the number line
a) whole numbers
b) rational pumbers

37
3,34,40

draw and interpret scale diagrams 1,7,8,21,32

solve problems involving percepts -12,18,19,22,
31

calculate perimeters and areas cf
a) rectangles
b) triangles

5,1J
9,14,29

.7II.4 calculate volumes of rectangular 17,2d
prisms

CI
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Table 9

Definition of RATP Strands
ALGEBRA

Grade 10/11

Curriculum Guide
Objective Code Statement of Objective

The student is able to:

Itaa Vas.

use the axioms of real numbers 15,17,30

write a given positive integer as 24
ttp-product of its priae"factors

use the lawstpf,exponents in 26,1
simplifying expressions with
integral fxponents

evaluate an algebraic expression or 2,11,23,40,
foraula for) given values for the
variables

I.B.3 add and multiply polynomials and
apply these operations to solving
open sentences

I.B.4 divide a given polynomial by a 28
monomial

4,14,33

1.8-6 find the G.C.T. of two or more 21
polynosials

/ 1.8.8 ogiven a polynoaial containing a 8,11
common monomial factor, write.the
polynomial in factored form

1.13.10 given a polynoaial that is the 3,3
difference of two squares, write
it ip factored form

write the square of any bincmial as 37
a trinotial

, Irmo

1.8.13 factor a quadratic trinomial 6,10

solve open mentos:es
a) simple equations
b) simple inequalities

(1,

0

1,19,20,39
9,35
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Table 9 (continnei)

Curriculua Guide
Objective Code Statement.of Objective Itam Nos.

I.D.1 translate an English phrase or 7,1d
sentence into an algebraic
xpression or open sentence

I.D.2 solve word or "story" problems 5,14,22,25,
algebraically 38

I.E-1 given a table or a list of orderel 10,4b
number pairs, plot a graph

1.E.2 given an quation in two variables, 31,34
graph the equation in the
coordinate plane

find the square root of perfect
squares of numbers and-monomials
by factoring

2 9

gel

1

1.'41
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Table 10

Definition of RATP Strand:
G2011ETNY AND REASONERENT

grade 10/11

Curriculum Guide
Objective Cole

II.A.1

II.A.2

II.B.1

II.C.2

II.C.3

II.D.1

Statement of Objective Itaaa Mos.

The studest is able to:

determine from a given diagram
whether two or more lines cut by
a transversal are parallel using
one of the following properties:
a) corresponding angles 23
b) alternate angles 36
c) sum of the interior angles 31

determine from a givefi diagram the
measure of specified angles when
the diagram embodies parallel
lines cut by a transversal

calculate one side of a right-
angled triangle given the other
two sides, the result being
expressed in numerical form

identify from a diagram or draw a
diagram illustrating the parts
of a circle

5,23,3d

3,3/, 4J

determine from a given diagram the
measures of specifiel segments,
arcs or anOes using one of the
following properties:
a) the centre of a circle lies 12

on the perpendicular bisector
of a chord

c) two tangents to a circle from 1

an external point are equal
and make equal angles with the
line joining that point to
the centre

f) the central angle of a circle 14
is twice the inscribed angle
subtended by the same arc

sake the following construction:
a) 'locate the centre of a given 8

scircle

determine whether two triangles 32
ro similar



Tab 10 (con t i nu-1)

Ctirric ul UID (;u1 (10
Ohl ect iv Coqe Statement Of_ ObjVtive

- - -

calculate side pt one of tv C ,1 /
similar triangls.ts

A

No.

make and read scale draw ings 18,24,39

I I . E. 1 4- determine whether two triangles are 2,1J , 13
congruent

1 I . G. 1 Ca I (7 ul i t.t` t lit' per i meter of .a 7,33
polygon and circle

II-6. 2 cal(ila te the area of a
(if t r ian g le 21 4
(1) t r a pezoid 26 '
q) composite tigure 28 '

11.G. 3 given the f ormula, calculite the
;111_. fa ce ar ea of a:
a) r ect an gu pr ism
c) cylinilef-
e) pyramid

1.6. given the formula, calculate the
volume of d:
1) r P(t an gu la r pr ism
1) sphere

I I .,;. r)

I 1H. I

19
11
lb

29
27

,Ipteumine from A given diagram the
me a .;ure of spec i fled angles when
the di agr (t m emhod ies one or more
of the fol lowing:
a) equ 1 at era 1 tr iangle:; 25

/c) jso scel es tr ia ng le s/
paiallelograms 10

f) parallel lines
(Ij .;t i min if-;h he+ veen vect or dnd 34

scald 1 gua n t it ies

cons tru Ct. a scal «I vector diagram
to represent i si tua i on
descr i bed in wor ds

22

calculate the resultant vector for 15
von vector.; by a scale

diagra m

L49
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:
Curt ic ulum Guile
Objective Code

1.A. 1

I . A. 2

1. A.3

I . A. 4

I .A.5

I- A. 7

I I I. 10.,1

I I I. A. 2

I .11.C. 2

Table 11

Definition of MATP Str aria:
CONSUMER MATHEMATICS

Grade 10/11

Statement of Objective

The student is able to:
it.tat NJ:J.

pertorm with increasing accuracy
the basic operations of
arithmetic with the rational
numbers

2,3, 1,8, 18,
27,1)

round-of f a deciNil number to a 4,0
speci tied place value

change d decimal numeral to a
percent an d 'conversely

5,13, 26

change d fractional numeral to d 17
percent and conversely

change d decimal numeral tO d 26, il
fractional numeral and conversely

convert numerals written in usual 16, 3
notat ion to scientific nataticn
and conversely

cal cul ate products and gnotient s 1, )
using scientific nota f ion

h con Copt of simple interest
ih ca l(:ula tions of discounts,
commi ssion , profit and loss, etc.

10,1 `o 19,
20,41,22,
23,44, JO,'
32, J4,35

determine the number of days in 31, Jo
parts Of a year

exp la in the meaning of compound 11
interest

calculate the number of interest 12, iti
periods in a given length of time

calculate bank interest (given the 14, J4,40
formula)

cal cula te the true rate of. interest 25
in instal 1 ment payments when
given t he formula



c.

N

Append i x B
ITEM WRITERS

V.



(

,Sheila'Donnelly

Evelyn Grimston

Kay McK.innon

Cathy Millard

Linda O'Reilly

Linda Shortreid

MarU.Stroyan

Doug Super

Peggy Williamson

41

4

klide )/9.

Quilchema Elementary
7.3anc3uver

Gilpin Elementary
Surnaby

Greendale Element'ary
Chilliwack

Van Bien Elementary
Prince George

Van Horne gementary
Vancouver

Anniedale Elementary
Surrey

)

District Staff
Alanaimo

Kitchell Elementary
Rich4ond

General Gordon Elementary
Vancouver

.04
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Dennis Hamaguchi

Bob Holman

Ian Hooper

Lillian Lamb

Vdrren McQuillan

Joan Newton

Jr m Whelan

44

7L0

V.L. Seaton Junior Secondary
Vernon

James Gilmore Elementary
Richmond

Gladstone Secondary
VanJouver

Charles Dickens Elementary
Vancouver

Vest Whalley Junior Secondary
Surrey

Pitt Meadows, Elementary
Maple Ridge

Disgict Staff
Ka ml6ops



re* c

Dominic Alvaro

Bob Campbell

Les Dukowski

Sue Haberger

Bill Hall

Joan Madison

Gary Mitchell

Jake/Penner

Nen Silen

Wils_1211

Argyle Secondary
Worth Vancouver

McRoberts Secondary
Richmond.

14'

D.W. Poppy Junior SecOnelary
Langley

Centennial Secondary
Coquitlam

Sentinel secondary
West Vancouver

Dr. Charles Best Junior Secoauary
Coquitlam

Mount Baker Secondary.
Cranbrook

Prin;:e George Sfnior SecondaLy
Prince George

Surrey

Dan Matt Duch?ss Park Secondary
Prince George

,41


